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Abstract - This paper identifies two major impediments to the
development of wave energy and suggests some solutions. Early
wave plant has shown itself to be unreliable and very expensive
to install and recover. The paper will extend previous ideas on
purpose-designed installation vessels with high agility, rapid
connection and disconnection to wave plant but short range.
They will have a heave response close to that of the wave device
and be able to change very rapidly the magnitude and direction
of force they apply. There is also a need for a robotic machinetool for work on the seabed attachment. We want to cut cavities
of a wide range of shapes and sizes and drill holes at any angle.
We should be able to insert explosives, detonators, post-tension
stands and grout. We should be able to direct chain-saws, water
jets or abrasive wheels to cut away unwanted outcrops of rock.
We should be able to insert pins and tighten nuts with a
controlled torque, dig cable trenches and align power cables in
them. The equipment should be as easy to transport on land as
standard sea containers. It should be stable in large waves even
in shallow water and in the highest current speeds.
Keywords - wave-energy; installation vessel; Voith-Schneider
propeller; seabed machine-tool; digital hydraulics; Vetter bags.

I. INSTALLATION VESSELS
Wave plant can be built on site or assembled in ship yards
from parts that have been made in factories. The early
construction of oscillating water columns showed that places
with a good wave climate were very bad construction sites and
even worse research laboratories. But later work showed that
the transport of yard-built items to site by conventional towing
was slow and expensive especially if high oil prices led to a
shortage of installation vessels. Some developers suffered
delays of more than a year and installation costs were often a
large fraction of the total project.
A major impediment is that the use of tow ropes is
established marine practice. A rope cannot push. Making
connections, disconnections and reconnections is difficult
involving moving heavy parts and intelligence is needed at
both ends. Changing the direction of pull is slow. If waves
impart a relative acceleration between tug and tow, tensions
far above the mean drag force of the towed object can be
induced. A dangerous amount of elastic energy can be stored
in a rope and released with lethal effects if it parts. Forces are
concentrated at points.
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Wave plant is heavy and we should never try lifting it. Ship
hulls have hard skins. While tug owners try to reduce the
hardness with fenders or old tyres the range of movement is
small compared with the amplitudes of waves. Ocean-going
ships have large crews to give 24-hour watch cover and
people need food, water and bunk space. In contrast we should
install wave and tidal plant in hours.
What we need is a dedicated vessel purpose-designed for
the installation of marine energy plant. It must be agile, able
to apply a variable force in any direction and to change
between directions in seconds not minutes. The vessel should
have a very soft skin able to deflect without damage to itself
or the wave device by distances greater than wave amplitudes.
The resulting loads must be spread over large areas. It must
be able to make instant connections and disconnections with
no human intervention. Some plant will require very precise
positioning and so we will need carrier-phase differential
satellite navigation linked directly to propulsion control. Each
vessel must be able to work as a member of a tightly-linked
group with direct electronic coupling of the propulsion
systems. Much of the time we will be moving high-drag
objects at quite slow speeds over short distances and quite
often in a sideways direction, so we do not need the low drag
of a conventional ship form. If the installation can be done in
a few hours we do not need the life support systems for a
multi-watch crew or large supplies of fuel, food and water.
Figures 1 and 2 show a possible design. The vessel has two
hulls separated by a propulsion system. The crew are housed
in a strong upper hull made from glass-reinforced plastic.
This is joined to a lower one by an open lattice framework.
Both hulls have concave sides which house large, flexible
tubes filled with air or water. These are made of reinforced
Hypalon with some extra reinforcement lying at 45 degrees to
the tow direction to give stiffness in fore-and-aft shear but
compliance in the beam direction. Air and water can be made
to flow in a controlled way between the flexible tubes and air
compartments in the hull and normally-closed water bags at
the vessel bottom.
The standard textile sheet width minus the amount needed
to make seams is 1400 mm so the economical air tube
diameters are multiples of 1400 mm divided by π.

Figure 1. A cross section of the proposed installation vessel with suction pads, soft-skinned air tubes
and a compact Voith-Schneider propulsion system for high agility.

The figure shows eight large tubes made from four widths
making 1780 diameter tubes coupled with eight three-width
tubes at 1335millimetre diameter. The shape of the concave
walls of the hull makes the outer tangent line be vertical. The
cluster of four tubes gives more than 2.6 metres of
compression before a hard contact with the hull.
Conventional inflatable vessels have a relatively large
water-plan area and a low mass giving a fast heave response.

The tubes on the lower hull give an increase in added-mass
which will increase the period of the heave to match that of
the towed device. Soft tubes can give a well-distributed push.
But by fitting suction pads we can also make them pull
perpendicular to a contacting face. By embedding the surface
with a high friction material we can also produce a force in the
plane of a contact.

Figure 2. Plan and side elevation of a soft-skinned installation vessel.
With a suction pressure of 0.9 bar and a friction coefficient
of 0.15, a set of four pads 12 metres in length and 0.5 metres
high can produce a pull of 2.16MN and a shear force of 320
kN, so a set of four vessels can exert a bollard pull which, in
the units favoured by tug operators, would be 130 tonnes. If
conforming seal lips round the perimeter of the suction pads
have a root-mean cube clearance of 0.15 mm, the suction
power is 18 kW. The top pad may be above water level but
water can be trickled along the top surface of pads to stop
them sucking air.

While twin fore-and-aft outboard motors with variable
pitch and a 360 degree rotation about a vertical axis would
work, the ideal propulsion would come from two VoithSchneider propellers fitted between the upper and lower hulls.
This arrangement ensures that the thrust line is midway
between the soft tubes and so will avoid dangerous heeling
moments. The standard Voith-Schneider system shown in
figure 3 gives extreme agility by the use of variable-pitch
blades on a vertical axis rotor and is widely used for tugs and
mine-clearing vessels [1].

The conventional rotor drive is from a horizontal axismarine engine (not shown) through a reducing gear and a
crown-wheel and pinion to give rotation about the vertical
axis. Pitch adjustment is performed by movement of a
vertical rod with spherical bearings at ends and centre. The
rotor blades in this figure are supported at one end, which
requires quite large bearings operating over a short length.

oil to drive constant-tension winches. These can pay out or
pull in ropes with tension independent of wave motion.
There can also be a pancake electrical generator for electrical
power for vacuum pumps and air compressors which can also
serve as a starter motor. Development costs could be shared
with a project for flood control pumps.

II. SEABED MACHINE TOOLS.

Figure 3. The Voith Schneider propulsion system gives
excellent agility.
However, fitting Voith-Schneider propulsion to a light and
compact inflatable vessel requires redesign of both the engine
and the pitch-change mechanism to reduce weight and the
vertical dimension. The second hull allows us to support the
rotor and blades at both ends, which reduces blade bending
moments by a factor of four and avoids the force
magnification of the cantilevered bearing arrangement.
The rotation speeds of Voith-Schneider rotors are set by
cavitation to values far below those of Diesel engines, hence
the need for step-down gearing. However it may be possible
to use ‘nice’ Diesel speeds and a very light and compact
arrangement using the engine design shown in figure 4. This
is a plan view and part of a frontal view of a 22 cylinder 14.7
litre turbo-charged two-stroke radial engine driving a ten-lobe
ring cam which is coupled directly to a 1.7 metre diameter
rotor. The pistons move once for every cam lobe. The
predicted power output at 80 rpm is 600 kW from a package
that is 2.3 metres in diameter but only 320 mm deep.
Inside the cam is an epicyclic gear box which can step up
the speed to drive a digital hydraulic pump which can provide

The absence of equipment for working on the seabed is a
severe impediment for both wave and tidal stream plant. The
seabed attachments may require intricate movements with
accuracy to the order of a millimetre. Work might involve
moving chain saws to cut shapes in rock, putting retainer pins
into holes, making electrical, hydraulic or pneumatic
connections, drilling holes, pumping flushing liquids, placing
explosives, detonators and air tubes, fitting nuts to threaded
post-tensioning bars, inspecting corrosion, removing biofouling, digging cable trenches, laying cables, placing
instrument packages and aligning bearings.
The oil industry has developed jack-up platforms for work
in shallow seabeds. A typical design has four vertical legs
which can be lowered to the seabed to lift a barge clear of
wave action or raised above the barge so that it can be towed.
Intricate work on the sea bed is more difficult from a base
above wave height and so there is a need for a vehicle which
can function as a robot / machine tool on the seabed. The
feasibility of such plant has been enormously increased by the
digital hydraulic technology which originated for power
conversion in the Edinburgh long-spine duck project. [2]
Tracked seabed vehicles such as those developed by the
Norwegian company Scanmudring [3] and Blade Offshore [4]
are already in use for dredging and sediment removal and pile
attachment. Track propulsion is excellent for the fairly straight
line movements needed for military and agricultural
applications over soft ground and Scanmudring claim to work
in bed pressures down to 6 kPa. A 70 kg person wearing a
300 by 100 mm boot exerts a ground pressure of 3.8 times
greater. But tracked vehicle rotations are more awkward and
direct side movements impossible. However wave and tidal
stream plant will usually be placed in areas where small, loose
material has been removed by scouring and where irregular
rock is the main problem. If a tracked vehicle has to cross a
hard ridge there can be an acute stress concentration over a
short length of track. This means that walking legs will be
better than tracks for wave and tidal plant. There are several
designs for vehicles which can walk on flat ground [5]. But
the suggested specification requires climbing over two-metre
high obstructions needing a long range of vertical leg
movement.

Figure 4. Plan and partial frontal section of a combined Diesel ring-cam and Voith-Schneider propulsion system.
Contra-rotating units would be placed at bow and stern of the installation vessel.

Two-legged creatures can walk only with a series of
controlled recoveries from falls. Small judo-fighters are
trained to topple much larger opponents by preventing this
recovery movement.
For a walking vehicle to be
unconditionally stable without continuous balance control it is
necessary for a vertical line through the centre of gravity to
pass inside a polygon drawn around the outside of the feet
which are in contact with the ground. For the wave energy
application we will use eight legs in four rows as shown in the
plan view of figure 5 and from in front in figure 7.
The vehicle chassis is a steel framework made from tubular
steel with four lifting points which conform to the ISO R668
standard for ‘40 foot’ or 1AA shipping containers [6]. The
total weight must not exceed the ISO limit of 30.48 tonnes so
that they can be moved easily by commonplace containerhandling equipment almost anywhere in the world. During
rapid movement on fairly level ground the weight will be
taken alternately by rows 1 and 3 while legs in rows 2 and 4
are advancing followed by support from legs in rows 2 and 4
and advancing the legs in rows 1 and 3.
In more difficult conditions, such as climbing rough slopes,
the weight will be taken by seven legs while the eighth is
moving to a new position and testing its grip before allowing
all legs to advance the vehicle. With firm rock it should be
possible to climb slopes up to 45 degrees. While one
advancing leg is moving forward it needs only enough
forward force to overcome water drag, bearing friction and its
own weight up any slope. However the legs on the ground will
need to exert a larger rearward force, enough to move the
vehicle up a slope and some way of recovering the energy on
the way down.
The legs are moved vertically by two hydraulic rams placed
as close as possible on either side and fed with the same
pressures to avoid side loads and bending moments. Leg
movement in the horizontal plane is controlled by two rams
driving the mid-points of a quadrilateral linkage. If both rams
are extended the linkage moves its leg outwards. If the
forward ram is contracted and the aft one extended the leg
moves forward. The quadrilateral linkage is made as deep as
possible (2.26 metres, nearly the full height, 2.59 metres, of
the ISO container) to minimize the loading on its bearings,
which will be the SKF TX spherical plain type.
The movements of 8 legs, each with three, double-acting
rams to give movement in both directions, will require 48
separately-controlled hydraulic services. The digital hydraulic
technology, originally developed for power conversion in the
Edinburgh duck system and now being commercialized by
Artemis Intelligent Power [2], makes this apparently complex
task possible. It allows one induction motor running at just
less than 1500 or 1800 rpm to drive multiple banks of radialpiston machines on a common shaft as shown in figure 6.
Each bank has six pumping chambers and each chamber is
controlled by two electronically-operated poppet valves. The
timing of valve operations allows each chamber to idle, to
pump or to motor with an option to change these modes every
time a piston approaches bottom-dead-centre and to terminate
pumping or motoring before the end of the stroke.

If a chamber is idling the oil never comes under pressure
but is returned to the low-pressure tank and the energy wasted
is about1/500 of the energy which would have been delivered
if that chamber had been enabled. This makes the machines
very efficient at part load and able to react much faster than a
variable geometry swash-plate or bent-axis design. They are
also excellent at recovering nearly all the energy put into, say,
the lifting of a leg when the time comes for it to be lowered
again. Valve timing has to be precise to less than a
millisecond (which would have been impossible until
recently) but this is now a trivial task for micro-computers.
Reliability has been proven on road vehicle and fork lift
trucks.
The number of banks can be reduced if one side of each
ram is connected to a constant pressure accumulator which is
maintained at a pressure slightly less than half the maximum
system pressure of 400 bar. We can also divide the 6
chambers of one bank into two services of three chambers.
The choice of ram diameter and chamber displacement sets
the resolution of leg movement. One digital bit in the
microprocessor could move a leg by as little as one millimetre
and it is possible to have split-cycle operation to reduce this
even further. This means that the main body of the vehicle can
move at a steady velocity along any chosen course while the
microcomputer solves the geometrical equations for the
quadrilateral linkages.
Even though the vehicle frame is designed to be as open as
possible and its members can be given streamlined fairings,
there will sometimes be substantial forces from waves and
currents. But pressures in the rams are a good measure of the
forces on the frame and these can be used to supply correcting
pulses of oil to maintain geometrical accuracy. We therefore
have a machine tool which can appear more rigid than
calculations of frame deflection would suggest. Energy for
movement and subsequent operations can be supplied as
three-phase electricity through a drum at the rear of the
vehicle. A drum which could just fit inside the frame could
deliver 100 kW at 415 volt three-phase over a length of half
the width of the Pentland Firth, so these vehicles can be used
for installing seabed attachments for tidal stream plant. More
power can be delivered if we develop a rotary transformer
which could nicely fit inside the drum.
Figure 7 shows a front view with wide leg separation and
legs retracted to give a low centre of pressure. Sliding due to
the combined effect of drag forces from waves and currents is
unlikely on rough seabeds and stability calculations are
dominated by the need to prevent toppling in roll due to the
drag force from side currents. Provided that we add ballast to
bring the total weight to 30 tonnes, roll should not occur at
water velocities below 11 metres per second. The key is to
have an open floor for the vehicle frame so that stagnation
pressure cannot act on a large area. The front of the frame can
take oblique drilling heads for inclined holes while a vertical
one can be mounted at the centre. Just forward of the drum
are a pair of inclined wheels with embedded diamond abrasive
which can cut a V-shaped trench in the rock. Just aft can be
arms to pick rock from the trench and lay the cable.

Figure 5. Plan and side views of the seabed crawler climbing a two-metre obstruction.

Figure 6. An early drawing of the Artemis multi-bank radial-piston machine.
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Figure 7. A front view of the seabed crawler.
III. TOOLS
Whoever is ultimately responsible for the present state of
the seabed has shown little consideration for the requirements
of wave and tidal stream developers. If there have been
variations in the erosion rates of different rocks it is likely that
there will be inconvenient outcrops unsuitable for standard
seabed attachment and these may have to be removed.
Copur [7] reports cutting rates for chain saws. Saws are
now available with cutting depths up to 3.4 metre, and average
cutting rates in marble of nearly 10 square metres an hour
from a 50 kW drive. There is no reason why even longer saws
could not be used and we can expect better performance with
full immersion.
Chain saw cuts must be planned so that the gap cut does not
close at the end of the operation and jam the blade. This can
be achieved for removing an outcrop if the first cut is
horizontal and slightly less than a blade length below the top
of the rock outcrop. This is followed by a series of vertical
cuts with the slices falling away from the chain saw.
If a chainsaw is mounted on a parallelogram linkage as
shown in figure 8 it will be constrained to maintain a defined
angle but will move in an arc. The arc offset can be
compensated by the right amount of rearward motion of the
crawler to the point where the parallelogram angles are at 90

degrees followed by the right amount of advance. This allows
the saw to remain in the cutting plane.
Some developers believe that there is an environmental
requirement imposed by the Crown Estates that all cut
material must be removed and brought ashore.
This
regulation would remove the chance to provide valuable
sheltered accommodation for marine organisms. It would be
more sensible for developers to be required to leave cut
material arranged in ways chosen by marine biologists.
Two convenient shapes for seabed attachments are the cone
proposed for the vertical axis rotor at the Uppsala conference
(Salter and Taylor [8]) and a prismatic trough suggested for a
multiple plate attachment for Oyster. Both can be cut by the
controlled movements of the crawler with the cone needing a
small increase in the tooth clearance of the chain saw.
Both cone and trough attachments are pulled down by post
tensioning strands which must be drilled into the rock. Figure
8 shows a crawler with a drill tool holder which can be
inclined at any angle and aligned with 60 mm square hollowsection sections welded on each side of a triangular tongue.
Drilling a 50 mm hole through the hollow sections will assure
alignment with holes in the rock which will take Macalloy
bars. The same tool can push 12 metre long bars into the rock
holes, inject grout leaving a suitable stretch length, fit nuts and
then tension the bars to the chosen value. If necessary, longer
bar lengths could be uncoiled from a drum.

length means that the post-tension bars are under constant
tension and do not fatigue. The area of tongues or cones is
maximum load divided by 0.15 times rock strength. For a 50
MW vertical-axis rotor in the Pentland Firth the maximum
load on a tri-link leg could be 30 MN. The three cones would
have a diameter of 3.5 metres. The weight in water of the rock
removed would be about 60 tonnes and so it could be floated
away by an air-filled sphere 5 metres in diameter to be sliced
up and erected at the designated lobster nursery.
IV. DEVICE INSTALLATION

Figure 8. A selection of tasks being performed by a crawler.
The result is an attachment in which tensile forces reduce the
preload in the rock but not to zero while compressive forces
increase it but not close to its crushing stress. The stretch

A key problem for Oyster installation is the alignment of
the bearings of the flap with holes in vertical plates of the
seabed attachment described above. Conical dowels with
acute angles will not be forced out of mating holes but must
be aligned to a precision of a millimetre.
After cutting the trough shown in figure 8 the next step is to
use the chainsaw tool to cut three notches in the rock to either
side of the installation as shown in figure 9. The notches
would be at the corners of an isosceles triangle with its base
perpendicular to the flap rotation axis. The outermost pair of
notches would have a 60 degree angle. The notches on the
bases of the triangles would have their outer slopes at 30
degrees outward of the vertical and their inner slopes at 60
degrees inwards of the vertical. This notch arrangement will
allow the kinematic location of a drum-shaped structure which
will act as a chock. The choice of slopes gives a strong
resistance to outward movement. The crawlers should be able
to locate notches to within 100 mm of the installation position.
The top and sides of each chock carry three stacks of flat
rubber Vetter bags which were designed for gentle lifting of
aircraft and the more robust lifting of main battle-tanks. The
bags will be filled with water and some air. The height of
stack of bags will be chosen to suit the maximum wave
amplitude for which we wish to install an Oyster. The area
and working pressure of the bags will be chosen to suit the
maximum flap loads expected to occur during the installation.
The chocks will have air compartments which will make
them neutrally buoyant. Crawlers will carry chocks to the
installation site and place them in the notches. The air
compartments in the chocks can then be flooded to give a
down force to resist wave loads at the kinematic contacts.
The flap will be forced into contact with the Vetter bags by
a reduction of flap buoyancy and/or ropes round fairleads on
the seabed attachment. The initial placement accuracy of bag
contact will be of the order of 1.5 metres.
Valves between bags and from bags to the sea can be
opened and closed according to the position of the flap to its
final location. If a wave force is in the required direction then
bags under pressure can release water to allow movement in
the desired direction but will oppose motion in the unwanted
direction. All the intelligence is directed at valve timing with
the muscle power provided by wave action. Once the flap
position is correct the dowels can be inserted in their tongue
plates, the chocks restored to neutral buoyancy and removed
for use with the next installation.

Figure 9. The use of a pair of seabed crawlers, chocks and Vetter bags for the installation of the Aquamarine Oyster.

V. CONCLUSIONS
All heavy lifts at sea must be avoided by proper use of
buoyancy.
Conventional ropes are unsuitable for installation of
wave plant because they cannot push and are slow to
change direction.
Installation vessels should have soft skins which can
deflect through a wave amplitude without damage, and
heave response similar to that of the device being
installed. They do not need long range and multiple-shift
crews.
Voith-Schneider propulsion gives the required agility
and can be combined with a ring-cam Diesel engine to
give a very compact package with no gearbox.
The direction of the force from an installation vessel
should pass through a point where rolling moments are
low.
Walking vehicles are more suitable than tracked ones
for work needing multiple degrees of freedom over rocky
seabeds and can achieve sub-millimetre precision with
digital hydraulics.
Chain saw attachments can be used for seabed cosmetic
surgery and for cutting troughs or cones for posttensioned seabed attachments.
Designing vehicle frames to the envelope of ISO sea
containers allows fast, low cost transport almost anywhere
in the world.
Vetter bags can take large contact forces spread over
large areas and so low reduce local stresses in mating
parts.
Controlled operation of valves between bags and from
bags to the sea can allow wave forces to give precise
location of plant to seabed attachments in all degrees of
freedom.
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